Improve Application Access and Security With Fortinet Zero Trust Network Access

Executive Summary

The massive shift from working in an office to working at home has highlighted many security and connectivity challenges. In addition, today’s networks are highly distributed with resources spread across data centers and multiple clouds. It’s critical for organizations to enable secure access from anywhere to any application—while applying consistent security policies. That’s why today’s enterprises need to evolve remote access from traditional virtual private networks (VPNs) to a zero-trust network access (ZTNA) solution.

Fortinet ZTNA simplifies secure connectivity and reduces the attack surface. Users are authenticated and verified before they are allowed to access a particular application. The solution includes a set of products that integrate into the Fortinet Security Fabric, enabling easy management and end-to-end visibility.

Fortinet ZTNA Advantages

Building a zero-trust network access solution requires a variety of components—a client, a proxy, authentication, and security. But in most organizations, these solutions are provided by different vendors. The components often run on different operating systems and use different consoles for management and configuration, so establishing a zero-trust model across vendors is nearly impossible.

With Fortinet, not only can you easily establish zero-trust access through one vendor but also with one operating system. FortiOS 7.0 updates turn an organization’s existing Fortinet infrastructure into the newest part of a zero-trust architecture. FortiGate next-generation firewalls (NGFWs) and FortiClient endpoint protection employ ZTNA capabilities with simplified management. The same adaptive, application access policy is used whether users are on or off the network. And, by building ZTNA into FortiOS, it’s tightly integrated into the Fortinet Security Fabric, enabling easy management and superior visibility.

Fortinet can apply ZTNA to remote users, home offices, and other locations, such as retail stores, by offering controlled remote access to applications. It’s easier and faster to initiate than a traditional VPN. This gives users a better experience while providing a more granular set of security protections. It doesn’t matter if applications are in the data center, private cloud, or public cloud. Users and applications can be geographically independent and still create secure and reliable connections.
Fortinet ZTNA Components

The Fortinet ZTNA solution is made up of:

**FortiGate NGFWs.** These network firewalls act as the ZTNA proxy point and policy enforcement point. Deployed FortiGates, including virtual machines (VMs), can become FortiOS proxy points for the ZTNA solution. FortiGates provide the encrypted tunnel termination and the application access enforcement. FortiOS will also trigger the user verification and device risk assessment for each application session. That FortiGate will have the secure connections to the applications on-premises or in a cloud.

**FortiManager centralized management.** This Security Fabric management solution enables proxy-point configuration to be applied to all FortiGates at the same time.

**FortiClient Agent.** FortiClient acts as the ZTNA agent and is installed on the endpoint device. It creates automatic, encrypted ZTNA tunnels to the ZTNA enforcement point/proxy point (FortiGate).

**FortiClient Enterprise Management Server (EMS).** EMS plays the critical role of configuring the ZTNA agents to manage the ZTNA solution. It lets them know which FortiOS proxy point they should connect to.

**Fortinet identity and access management (IAM).** This solution provides the services necessary to securely confirm the identities of users and devices as they enter the network. It includes:

- **FortiAuthenticator** to provide centralized authentication services, including single sign-on (SSO)
- **FortiToken** to confirm the identity of users by adding a second factor (two-factor authentication)
How It Works
The Fortinet solution enables ZTNA capabilities by leveraging new features in FortiOS 7.0 and by using FortiClient as the ZTNA agent. To protect traffic over the internet, the FortiClient ZTNA agent on the device creates an encrypted, secure tunnel from the device to the ZTNA enforcement point (FortiGate).

This tunnel is created on-demand, transparent to the user, which solves a major pain point of VPN remote access. Because everyone on the network is no longer considered automatically trusted, the same tunnel is created whether the user is on or off the network.

This architecture has benefits on the application side, as well. Because the user is connecting to the FortiGate and then proxying that connection to the application, the application can exist on-premises, in a private cloud, or in a public cloud—all while hidden from the internet. The application only needs to establish a connection with the FortiGate, keeping it hidden from prying hackers or bots.

Secure Remote Access for Today’s Distributed Networks and Users
Fortinet makes it easy to transition from traditional VPN to ZTNA. With the technology built into the FortiOS operating system, delivering consistent and secure access, regardless of user or application location, is simplified. It’s a better experience for the end-user and easier to manage for the network admin. Moreover, the attack surface is reduced via the ongoing verifications and proxy-ed applications. The Fortinet ZTNA solution delivers more secure remote access than a traditional VPN, while enabling a better user experience.

Fortinet ZTNA does not require secure access service edge (SASE) services. However, Fortinet SASE can become FortiOS proxy points when they shift to FortiOS 7.0. SASE and ZTNA services will be able to be delivered alongside each other.

- ZTNA will provide secure access and application access control.
- SASE will provide the Firewall-as-a-Service (FWaaS), sandboxing, data loss prevention (DLP), secure web gateway (SWG), and malware protection, as well as the network peering.
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